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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
CLASSIFICAIION OF BANTU LANGUAGES
AND THEIR HISTORPCAL IMPLICATIONS
Roger BLENCH*
1. INTRODUCTION

The "origin of the Bantu" is one of the most widely debated and
controversial questionsof African ethnography and has at various times
engaged theattention of linguists, archaeologists, historians and
anthropologists. Because the Bantu form a relatively tightly
knit group of
languages whose interrelations appear
to be far easier
to elucidate than the
languages of West Africa, historians and others have often been tempted to
correlate the subdivisionsof the group with population movements. As the
source of Bantu languages is generally argued to be in southwest
Adamawa, new data on Bantu and related languages is important to the
reconstruction of the broader ethnolinguistic history of the region.
The definition of "the Bantu" cornes from a varietyof sources, most
importantly the work of
the linguists MEINHOF (1906) and laterGUTHRIE
(1969-7 1). GUTHRIEin particular established an alphanumeric zoningof
Bantu languages still widely used even
by those Whodissent stronglyfiom
his methods and conclusions. The logic is relativelyclear; he named the
northwesternmost language in his sample, Lundu, in southwestern
Canleroon, as A10 and continued towards eastem and southem Africa.
African linguists have a poor record in distinguishing typological
comparability from genetic affiliation and this is certainly true of early
writings on Bantu.It was pointed outas early as 1886 that a wide range
of
West Mrican languages exhibited noun-class featuresanalogous to those
classified as "Bantu" (JOHNSTON 1886). JOHNSTON later went on to
produce an extensive study
of Bantu and "Semi-Bantu" pointing out these
connections without clarifying the implications for genetic relationships
or
(*) This paper is a synthesis of a great

variety of unpublishedfield materials collected by
myself and others over many years.In addition, it represents the historical outputof
a linguistic investigation developed jointly with Kay WILLL4MSON over a long
period. 1 should particularly like to thank the following Who have contribuled
through discussion and by making available field materials: Kay WILLIAMSON,
Robert HEDJNGER, Tom COOK, David ZEITLYN, Raymond BOYD, Richard
FARDON andJean-Marie HOMBERT.
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othemise (JOHNSTON 19f9,1922).
TE
(1927)
mentioned
but
did not explore the pinlis between "Western Sudmic" miger-Congo] and
Bmtu. GuThpRpE, similalgr, considered the problem briefly
in his excursus
"Bmtuisms in nom-Bantu lmguages" (GUTHRPE f971,4:187-1ll) but
ages such as E f i were so reduced ils to
st appeaed in the early 195O's, but was
first synthesized ira book fom in 9963. In this work, GREENBERG
regaded Bantu ils merely a brmch of Benue-Congo, i.e. the goup of
lmguages 0f southem md eastern Nigeria. He says"the Bmtu lmguages
are s h p l y a subgroup of an dready established
c subfamily of
Western S u d d c " (is. Niger-Congo, broadly sp
)@RBENBERG
(1963:32). His classificationc m l
x representd graphicdyas fllows:

Benue-Congo
I

I
Plateau
I
Tiv

I
Jdmnoid
I
Bitare

I
Batu

I
Cross River
I

Ndoro

I
Bmtoid

I
mbila

I
I
Vute Bmtu

GREENBERGf d e r stated "Supposedy trmsitiond languages are
r e d y Bantu" (op. cit., 35). In other words, many lmguages withs~tthe
feames suposed to d e h e Bmtu are in factgeneticdly affifiatd to Bantu.
Theevidence
for GREENBBRG's views -&mainecl, exiguous
nonetheless, his hypothesis, that Bmtu is s h p l y a "subgroup" of BenueCongo, is now broady accepted by schoh-s. However, since the1 9 6 0 ' ~ ~
data 0n the vast md csmplex arrayof languages in the "Bmtuborderland"
has becorne available m
g such a simple "co-ordinate brmclh" model
hadequate to understand the linguistic ehohistory of the region.There is
little agreement about the relationship berneen the "Nmow Bantu" as
d e ~ e by
d G
m md others m d
related
of
lmpages
with Bmtu-like features. In Bou
O) a great variety of
new evidence is presentd for linpistic features of pmicular subgroups of
Bantu,with an especial focuson Cameroon.
In a recent study of Niger-Congo, WATTERS (1989) has given a
detailed account of various classifications of Bantu and Bmtoid. He
presents a "compromise" model (Figure 2) more as a stimulus to future
research thhan as a subsmtiated synthesis.
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I
Other

Northwest
(Grassfields etc.)

I
East

I

Central

s

1s

Like Polyesia m d unlike elsewhere in the world, few scholxs have
questiond the correlation berneen the expansion of the languages and
some sort of population migration.The identity, oreven the existence, of
abokgind populations in the Zairean rabforest remsLins uncestain, but the
expansion of the Bantu has b e n broady identXed with the migrations of
hunter-fmers.
Fos reasons thkat are still unclear, GUTHBE (6969-71,6970) favoured a
region in the southeast of the Congo basin as the "nucleus" for the
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expansion of the Bantu. Such a hypothesis depended on the assumption
that the historical links with
West African languages were unimportant.
As
we have seen, no other major scholar has agreed with this
it is
and
likely
that it was only taken seriously because of GUTHRIE'Sprestige as a
Bantuist. The whole storyof the publication, dissemination and eventual
discrediting of GUTHRIE'S work has been toldin some detailby FLIGHT
(1980,1988) and VANSINA (1979,1980).
GREENBERG (1964, 1972) reaffirmed his original hypothesis and this
was later expanded by WILLIAMSON (1971). Broadly speaking, the
languages most closely related to Bantu were all in the region of the
Cameroon Grasslands. The links with West African languages were
accepted with the implication that Bantu grew directly from
similar
languages within West Africa. The striking systems
of nom-classification
that initially seemed to set Bantu apart were seen to exist in fragmentary
form al1 over West Africa. The Cameroon Highlands were therefore
assumed to be the "cradle" of the Bantu.
A problematic aspectof the "Bantuhomeland debate is whether these
subgroupings, language-branchings etc. represent genuine migrations of
human populationsor merely examples of language
shift. This paper takes
the fairly radical view that this is irrelevant; if a group of languages is
spoken in a defined geographical zone, then
either an actual human
population has immigrated or else an elite group has acquired sufficient
influence as to induce thesort of major cultural perturbation implied by
radical language-shift. In the context of West Africa, where populations
have been in flux for more than ten millennia, these two possibilities
would appear tobe archaeologically indistinguishable.

(b) Historical implicationsof reconstructed Bantu vocabulary items

Bantu studies seem to have caught the historical imagination of scholars
at a relatively early date and many linguists
Who have studied Bantu have
put fonvard hypotheses about the implications for prehistory. Indeed,
GUTHRIEfust annomced the "results" of his Bantu studies in a lecture
with a historical focus. Essentially the proposals relating to reconstucted
vocabulary items grow from the same set of presuppositions as IndoEuropean studies -that the potential to reconstruct a lexical item indicates i
presence in the epoch when the proto-language was spoken.
Early proponents of this view in relation to Bantu were GUTHRIE
&self (GUTHRIE 1970) and DALBY (1975, 1976). A denser and more
specialised investigation was undertaken
by MARET & NSUKA (1977) in
relation to iron-working. Most recently, J-M. HOMBERT(1988) has
explored the possibility of reconstructing mammal names
in proto-Bantu.
The most problematic aspectof this work is that these authors have
been ensnaredby GUTHRIE'S
mode1 of "Bantu". In other words, they did
not look systematically beyond Bantu, however defmed, for external
cognates. For example, the stem
*-tud- "to forge" discussedby GUTHRIE

is recorded in Ewe as
& N S m 197751) arguing that it is an
mcient Niger-Congo
consmcted back as fa as proto-'VoltaCongo m d thus certaidy predating hon techology. The mot h a clearly
undergone a widespread semanticshifi and is thus an umeliable indicator
of the culme of the proeo-Banm.
The only position it is possible to t
at present on the "culture" of the
pmto-Bantu, hov~everrdefhed, is a hedthy scepticism. Mmy of the roots
that have been reconstmcted for proto-Bmtu are ambiguous in thek
reference. Bthers, such as thos
ith f i s h g (GUTKRTE,1970
and DALBY~1975,1976) have
cognates, xguing for a stiu
greater mtiquity of f i s b g . m a t were argued ts be statements about 'the
Bmtu' prove to be only generdities about Niger-Congo speakers.
3. MET

Ln view of the impofiance of these proposed chmges it is appropriate to
review the methods used to arrive at them. Just as the substantive
groupings of Ianpages have changed, methods have not remained static.
The evolution of classification techniques is almost as important as the
expansion of actud data. Broadly speaking, developrnents durhg this
century can be chmacterised as a graduii redization that typologicd
criteria, no matter how persuasive theh sirmilxities, are not relevant to
geneticclassification. WILLIAMSBP\J (1985) provides an elegant
demonstration of how closely related lmguages c m rapidly develop
extremdy diverse noun moq9hologiee.
~
made ewplicit the method of "mass
In the 1 9 5 0 ' ~GREENBERG
c o m p ~ s o n "the
, piling up o f somd-mearaing conespondences. Despite
nufpperous criticisrns, this has proven its merit over time. Nonetheless,
there are pmblems with the method, as S C W E B E R @ (1981) has pointed
out. In a thoughtful discussion of the classification of Kadugli, he
underlines the hportmce of a more established standard of what
constituees sufficient evidence. &9rherethe pool of lexical items is very
large (and Niger-Congo contains 1000+ languages) it would be suprishg
if some conespondences could not be unezu-thd.
Althou& lexicostatistics had been used on a nmber of speciiic poups
within Niger-Congo (e.g. S ~ I 1971
W for W
tic) it was not applied to the group as a whole until BENNETT
RK (1977). R i s is
somewhat sqrising, as by that date so man
ts had beenraised
about the technique that its cmeer was in its final stages. hxicostatistical
exercises tend to give ambigusus resultsm d they are no longer generdy
regarded as a reliable tool for establishg the genetic unityof
group. As it was, the Niger-Congo subgroupings BENNETT
proposed contain some kllegal moves by the established rules of
lexicostatistics; very low copacy figures were used and nodal pointswere
supplernented ehfoughout bythe use of isoglosses or shwed innovations.
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More recently, the useof shared innovations has become a dominant,
although not uncontested, methodology. The general theory is that any
significantlinguistic change that has occurred, whether lexical,
phonological or grammatical, in the hypothetical form of the protolanguage will be reflected in the daughter languages,unless these have
innovated in turn. At a nodal point, there will be innovations only found
on one side of the divide. Tn addition, the proposed feature or
item must
be a genuine innovation and not merely a shared retention.
In the caseof Bantoid, where languages can
be closely related,its virtue.
is that it provides mode1
a
for the gradual splitting from the central "tree" of
the various branches. However, the search
for shared innovations entails
certain methodological difficulties:
(a) The task of searching "external" languages to ensure the proposed
isogloss does not occur outside them is potentially infinite; simple
inspection of major wordlists may prove inadequate.
(b) Often, terms on wordlists usedin West Africa are lexical items
for
which proto-Niger-Congo reconstructions exist. Thus, to fiid that two
languages share /mi/for the 1st person singular pronoun, or /bi/ for
"black" only establishes that they are both PNC. The more recondite
lexical items thatcan be expected to show regional innovations are often
absent fkom summary sources.
(c) Dendritic models, witha l l the synchronic lects descending from a
unitary source, may not correspond
to historical reality.In many cases, an
innovation occurs in a number of branches of the proposed grouping,
while more ancient roots are retained elsewhere.
This suggests that lexical
items can be preserved as doublets; two terms may Co-exist over a long
period with one or the other rising
to the surface of the lexicon gradually.
(d) The long-term proximity of the Bantu languages, and their similar
phonological systems, makes
it both likely that they contain ancient
loanwords or areal features and that
it will be difficult to establish this.
The consequence of (a) and (b) is that all results remain provisional,
until our knowledge of the lexicon and grammar of African languages
improves substantially. Point (d) suggests that even apparently Sound
isoglosses may be rejected in the light of more sophisticated lexical
analysis.
Often there areno distinctive isoglosses, thatis found in dl daughterlanguages and nowhere else.As individual families innovate, isoglosses
appear to support a wide variety of possible groupings. As a result, the
only convincing evidencefor a genetic grouping is acluster of features.
This may seem to be a reversion to "mass-comparison" -however, Sigthe
nificant differenceis that for a proposed innovation to define a
subgrouping, it should not occur outside that subgrouping.
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In the case of Bantoid, BLENCH (1984) gives a general geographical
data from a language survey in southwestern Adamawa. BLENCH and
WILLIAMSON(1987) give a preliminary report on a new analysis of
recently available data.Figure 4 iuustrates the proposed "tree" for Bantoid
which emergesfiom these investigations.The accompanying Map marks
the general location of the languages discussed in the text. Excluding
Narrow Bantu and using a rather loose definition of "language",one
about
hundred and twenty languages make up Bantoid.
Figure 4
Internal classification of Bantoid
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Notes
1. Ndemli & T&x (WATTERS & U R B Y : 1989) have nst k e n situated irn the
absence of data, but presumably should be ne= the Grassfields bmch.
2. The unity of Tivoid is best desckkd as uncertain. CIssification was bwed upon
data h m k h b i md Tiv -but the lexicostatiseic table quoted in WATTERS
(op. cit.) suggests that this may bp: a weddy dehed f d y .

The significant new featwes of ehis mode1 are:
a) the hypothesis of a primary split between Northern m d Southem
Bmtoid
b) the establishment of a "Dakoid" brmch. S a b a Daka is a cluster of
lmguages that include L m j a , Nnakenyare, Dirim and Taram.
GREENBERGhad previsusly classified hese lmguages as AdmawaEastern, but BENNETT(1983) pointed to the inaccuracy of this and
suggested that a Benue-Congo affiliationw a more appropriate.
c) the placingof a nmber of newly reported languages- F m , Njemp,
Tweneii, and TiQa
d) a proposal for m htemal "tree" for the evslutionof Bmtu.
Within this perspective, "Bantu" c m no longer be defined by
typologicd characteristics - Bantoid lmguages may or may not share the
features of "Nmow Bantu". This is essentially the inteqretation of
GR.EE~IBER@'s
somewhat cmud remark about tmnsitiond languages.

If this mode1 approximates to the phylogeny of the B'antu lmguages
then it dso has historical implications. 'Fhese c m be s u m u i z e d as
follows:
oidImguages,far
from being marginal Adamawa
lmguages, becorne a key indicatm-of ealy stages in the development of
Bmtoid. Ldre Manbila, they are vimally devoid of traces of a developed
system of noun-classification. D&oid'immages are spoken substmtidly
to thhe north 0f the grassy uplmds hplied by GREEMERG'~msdel. The
centre of the eiispersd of North Bmtoid may therefore be in thhe s u b h d d
savmah forest north of the Mmbila Plateau.

l
x are situated in the forests northand West of the Obm
in present-day CrossRiver State in Nigeria. This makes sense when
combined with the hypothesis of a Bantoid-Cross grouping. Presumably
therefore, the original Bmtoid nucleus was somewhere in the region ofthe
MIS
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riverKatsinaAla.Thedivisioninto
North and Southreflects
corresponding movements away from the dispersal point.

3. The westwards expansion of Tivoid andlater Beboid languages at
some later period effectively brokethe link between the South Bantoid
nucleus and the North Bantoid languages.

4.The speakers of Mambiloid probably beganto diversify in the forest
lowlands and the isolated languageF m , far to the West of main body of
Mambiloid, is probably a relicof this period. Ndoro is likely to have been
the next language to split away since
it is extremely widespread. The Suga,
Kwanja and Vute grouping appears
to have formedon the eastern slopes
of the grassy uplands of the Mambila Plateau.
5 . The ancestral speakers of Dakoid languages probably moved
northwards up the easternflank of the Shebshi mountaitls.It is likely on
historical grounds that the Daka movement ont0 the grassy plateaux
of the
Shebshi is relatively recent, although the most divergent member of
Dakoid, Tiba,is found exclusively on these plateaux.

An inbiguing implication is that there may have been an early interface
between Chadic languages and Bantoid. Today, the northernmost Dakaspeakers about Bata territory. This would explain a numberof apparent
coincidences between Bantuand Chadic roots, e.g. the word
for ken' and
"wild pig" (Hausagaduu /PB *gudu).
6. THE ETHNOLINGUISTIC HISTORY OF ADAMAWA

Tuming to a more speculative mode, these new hypotheses can suggest
a revised perspective on the etlmolinguistic history of the Adamawa
region. A seriesof tentative proposals areas follows:

1. BENNETT (1983) has shown that it is difficult to substantiate a
convincing distinction between the Gur and Adamawa languages.
It seems
likely that an original population of Gur-Adamawa speakers once stretched
in a wide band from modern-day BurkinaFaso to Western Chad across
Northern Nigeria.
2. Expanding North Bantoid speakers from the Katsina Ala region
passed eastof the Shebshi mountains
as far as their northern extremities.
3. The Gur-Adamawa-speakers were then fragmented by Chadic
populations cominglErom the north.
4. North Bantoid must have split relatively early into Dakoid and
Mambiloid to account for their internal diversity. However, their presentday geographical separationis apparently the resultof the later westward
expansion of the Samba Leeko.
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The develspment of denclritic models for the evolutisn sf Bantu is
pstentially an important step fornad both in tems of the linguistic
characterisation of this ill-defined area and because of its histsrical
implications. 1t shsuld be emphmked that the wsrk reported here is very
much a prelinximuy study md considerably more lexical data k requiaed to
csmplete the shdy. ]In particulartp.,
intemal 'trees'have yet to be develope
ts characterise individual familiesm d c o r n o n lom-words detected m d
tracked as they circulate in the region. S d y then wiU it be possible to
present to archaeslogists a coherent schema for the linguistic prehistory of
the region that could be set beside excavatd evidence.
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